FACT SHEET
AVATRIAN
Avatrian is a full-service Second Life development shop and metaverse consulting firm. We deliver products and
services for 3D online digital worlds. Our objective is to help businesses and individuals understand and utilize the
power of virtual environments. Once purely in the domain of game and play, these new digital spaces have emerged to
become viable platforms for social gathering and business transactions. Second Life and other metaverses are

delivering world wide web functionality in a more engaging and highly intuitive 3D format. Establishing a successful
presence and existing as a business entity in these new environments require many key elements to be in place. It is
not easy to get started. But, we can simplify the process.

WHAT WE DO
• We identify the specific needs of an individual or company, and help them find out how to best utilize virtual
world platforms to showcase their presence in the metaverse.
• We are directly involved in the creation process. We build, program, and develop content in virtual worlds in ways
that are suitable for an interactive, effective and meaningful representation of an individual or company in these 3D
environments.
• We can manage large-scale “from-the-ground-up” projects in Second Life for those looking for a one-stop shop
solution for their presence in the metaverse.
• We constantly seek out new and innovative ways of harnessing the potential of these compelling environments by
continued research, the development of novel ideas, and the implementation of fresh marketing strategies.

Work Highlights
FutureScape
FutureScape is a collection of highly imaginative buildings and structures in the Second Life

platform. Fantasy, outer space living, and alien designs are given emphasis in the construction
of the FutureScape line. A primary example is our company headquarters in Second
Life…situated at the heart of the Avatrian Central sim.
Polygons Furniture

Modern furniture created with an eye for style and interior design. Many of the Polygons are
also scripted in order to take on dynamic functions. In addition to construction, we also apply
high-level texturing work in order to add a dimension of realism to our products.
The Terrain Factory
The Terrain Factory offers ready-made .raw terrain files for the terraformation of whole region
simulators in Second Life. These terrain files provide simulator owners and estate managers

with a non-standard landscape that fits the intended purpose of their virtual lands. If you wish
to have your very own distinctive island, the Terrain Factory can also customize a terrain
specific to your needs.
Dwelling Spaces
This is the commercial and mainstream architectural creations of Avatrian in the virtual world.
It includes residential homes, office buildings, bridges, industrial complexes, and cityscapes
that are inspired by today's most cutting edge designs. Some creations from our Dwelling
Spaces line are also available for sale on a limited basis as a part of our virtual products.

CONTACT US
San Francisco Bay Area
Contact: Dennis Bacsafra
Address: Avatrian, LLC
1200 65th Street
Suite #214
Emeryville, CA 94608 USA
Telephone #: 415-994-9541
Email: info@avatrian.com
Cebu and Asia Pacific
Contact: Linneth Marie Ares
Address: Avatrian, LLC
#40 Century Plaza Complex
Juana Osmena Street
Cebu City, Cebu 6000
Philippines
Telephone #: 0063 32 415 9946
Email: asia@avatrian.com
Second Life
• To contact us from in-world, send an
IM to Chenin Anabuki.
• To visit our headquarters in SL, you
can teleport directly to Avatrian Central
via SLurl.

